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Create The Look with Roof Tiles
Visually your roof contributes significantly to the overall look of your home as around 30% of your home’s facade
is made up of the roof. Choosing the right roof tiles is important and a great way to add beauty, character and
value to your home. To help in choosing the right tile, consider the following:

What Roof Style Are You?
Like many things, the finish of a product can make all the difference. It’s the same for roofing. If it is a more
contemporary, minimalist look you are trying to create, use Horizon tiles with A-line Ridging.

CLASSIC

CONTEMPORARY

Traditional tiles with
lapped ridging.

Sleek tiles with a
streamlined ridge system.

Colour & Finish
monierprime has a diverse and
modern palette of colours and
finishes to choose from. From
light neutrals to sophisticated
dark tones and matte through to
glazed finishes.

Light neutrals

Sarking
You only get one chance to install sarking and that is
when you install a new roof. At monierprime we
believe the benefits of sarking far outweigh the
incremental cost of the product. Sarking is a flexible
membrane that is laid under the roof battens during
roof installation, it helps protect your home from the
elements and improves the overall insulation of the roof.
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Dark tones

Matte finishes

Glazed
finishes

Selecting a Profile
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Will not rust, warp or corrode
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SAFE

FR OST

CLASSIC
NOUVEAU
Nouveau is a fusion
of classic and
contemporary looks
with a satin finish.

TO

CLASSIC
MARSEILLE
Classic French style from
a tile that works with
both traditional and
contemporary architecture.

Roof tiles’ raw materials are non-toxic, so
the water that runs off a tiled roof is potable.
However, factors like atmospheric fallout
need to be considered.

Impervious to frost and ice
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CONTEMPORARY
NULLARBOR
The Nullarbor roof tile
creates a streamlined,
sleek and sophisticated
roof line.*Streamline
ridges are not available
on this profile.

monierprime roof tiles help to keep the cold
out and the heat in, in the winter...and the
heat out and the cool in, in the summer.
Saving you and the environment through
energy savings.

Tank water safe
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TERRACOTTA PROFILES

monierprime roof tiles have a sound
reduction potential of ~ 30db. That is twice
the sound deadening performance of other
thinner metal roofing materials, assisting to
keep unwanted noise out.

Provide thermal insulation

SU

CLASSIC
HACIENDA
Hacienda is a versatile
roof tile that combines
traditional good looks
with exceptional
product performance.

monierprime roof tiles are ideal for
coastal locations that endure the wind,
spray and salt of the ocean. All
monierprime roof tiles are salt safe
and will not corrode.

Provide acoustic insulation
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CONTEMPORARY
STIRLING
With its slate-like finish,
the Stirling roof tile is the
ideal choice for the
discerning home owner.

SAFE

CONCRETE PROFILES
CONTEMPORARY
HORIZON
The ultimate flat concrete
roof tile, designed to
deliver a streamlined roof
that integrates seamlessly
with current trends.

monierprime roof tiles will never rust,
warp or corrode, a problem with other
roofing materials.

Salt safe
OC

LT

Profile refers to the roof tile’s shape and design.
It is what gives your roof its distinct and unique
character. monierprime offers a large range of
profiles, from sleek, contemporary, flat profiles,
to the more classic styles. When choosing a
profile it is important to consider the pitch of the
roof.

The Benefits of Tiles

monierprime roof tiles are impervious to the
effects of frost and ice and will never warp
or crack, no matter how cold it gets outside.

Terracotta’s additional appeal
Colour
Never
Fades
Monier Terracotta tiles are a sustainable product of
lasting beauty. The colour never fades as it is baked
onto the surface of the natural clay, giving it qualities
like no other roofing material. This is backed by the
Monier Terracotta Colour and Performance Guarantee.
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Concrete roof tiles from monierprime

HORIZON

ABALONE

Contemporary
438mm L x 330mm W

The ultimate flat concrete tile combined with
A-Line ridging to deliver a streamlined roof
that integrates seamlessly with current trends
in modern architecture.

SAMBUCA

BARRAMUNDI

OYSTER

3.

MOCHACHOC

WILD RICE

CHILLI

Sambuca - Grandwood by Zorzi

ESPRESSO

CAVIAR

4.

Concrete roof tiles from monierprime

HACIENDA

Classic

A versatile concrete roof tile
that combines classic good
looks with exceptional product
performance.
438mm L x 330mm W

Barramundi - APG Homes

5.

TAPENADE

CAVIAR

MOCHACHOC

COFFEE BEAN

CHILLI

ESPRESSO

ABALONE

STIRLING
Contemporary

WILD RICE
438mm L x 330mm W

OYSTER

With its slate-like finish Stirling
is the ideal choice for the discerning
home owner. Its unique appearance
complements both contemporary and
classically styled architecture, whilst
conveying a level of sophistication.

BARRAMUNDI
Soho Night

SAMBUCA
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The
TERRACOTTA
Trend

Terracotta roof tiles
from Monier

With the resurgence in popularity of natural
materials, the richness of colours and textures
that we can extract from the earth seem almost
endless.

Terracotta’s additional appeal
Colour Never Fades

Monier Terracotta tiles are a sustainable product of lasting
beauty. The colour never fades as it is baked onto the surface of the
natural clay, giving it qualities like no other roofing material. This is
backed by the Monier Terracotta Colour and Performance Guarantee.

NULLARBOR
Contemporary

The Nullarbor is the ultimate, flat
terracotta roof tile for modern &
classic architecture.

445mm L x 275mm W

Granite - Pirone Builders

Aurora

Delta Sands

Slate Grey

7. NOTE: Always check stock availability. A 4 week order lead time applies to terracotta tiles.

Granite

MARSEILLE
Classic

Create heritage style or a timeless look for
your home with the classic French-inspired
roof tile that has become a tradition.
455mm L x 280mm W

Glaze Types
High Gloss Finish......HG
Matt Finish.................M
Semi-Matt Finish........SM
Natural Finish.............N

Florence Red

Charcoal

Burgundy

Cottage Red

Sunset

HG

M

SM

Earth

Tanbark

SM

Pottery Brown

Aurora

SM

Delta Sands

M

Granite

Bungalow

SM

Slate Grey

M

Mystic Grey

SM

Charcoal

HG

N

HG

M

HG

NOTE: Always check stock availability. A 4 week order lead time applies to terracotta tiles. 8.

NOUVEAU
Classic
445mm L x 270mm W

Its unique satin finish
provides durability with
excellent depth and
intensity of colour that will
never fade. Give your
home the streamlined,
modern appearance of
Nouveau.

Onyx

Onyx

Cashmere

Earth

Sabre

NOTE: Always check stock availability. A 4 week order lead time applies to terracotta tiles.

Important Information

9.

Concrete tiles are created from controlled formulation of raw materials extruded under high pressure to achieve the tile’s strength
and resistance to weather. The colour applied and/or incorporated into the body is purely decorative. When first installed concrete tiles may exhibit some discolouration caused by the migration of naturally occurring concrete salts to the surface of the tile.
This is known as efflorescence and is usually temporary. All roofs are expected to progressively return to an even matt appearance
after time.
Terracotta tiles are created by firing natural clay in high temperatures. Glazed tiles have ceramic materials and oxides added
to the body or surface of the tile. Each tile may vary in shades. The most attractive roofs are created by blending these shades
throughout the roof during installation.
All tiles will contain small blemishes. During transportation and installation other blemishes such as scuffing and chip marks may
occur. These will not detract from the weather proofing performance of the tile and are not considered a product fault.
monierprime endeavour to supply tiles similar or as near to displayed product, however no responsibility will be accepted for any
variations. When installing Horizon Roof Tiles please contact monierprime for sarking requirements.

MONIER SOLARtile

INTEGRATED MODULAR PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM

Monier’s new SOLARtile use the latest PV
technology to convert sunlight into electricity.
It works in much the same way as a conventional ‘bolt-on’
Photo Voltaic panel, but there’s one very important difference,
and that is its integrated design.
Developed specifically to work seamlessly with Monier’s range of
flat profiled concrete tiles, Monier’s SOLARtile is a truly innovative
product that delivers a ‘green energy solution’ with good design
and aesthetic appeal at its core.
• Integrated design - improved streetscape
• 25 year product performance guarantee
• Modular system - design flexibility

HORIZON Barramundi - Averna Homes

Matching your Fascia & Gutter
Suggested*
Colorbond Match

Concrete Tile Colour

MochaChoc Jasper®
Oyster Windspray®

Abalone Shale Grey®
Barramundi Basalt®
Caviar Woodland Grey®
Chilli Manor Red®

Suggested*
Colorbond Match

Sambuca Monument®
Tapenade (multi) Monument®

Coffee Bean (multi) Monument®
Espresso Terrain®

Wild Rice Evening Haze®

Roof tile colours in this brochure have been reproduced as faithfully as possible. Actual colours may vary due to the printing process.
monierprime urge all customers to view actual tile samples before making a decision.
monierprime do not guarantee a match to Colorbond steel products. The above table serves as a guide only. We recommend tile
samples are viewed alongside actual Colorbond product samples for accurate matching.
monierprime™ is a registered trademark of Monier Prime Pty Ltd. Monier™ is a registered trademark of CSR Building Products Ltd.
Colorbond® is a registered trademark of BlueScope Steel Limited.

For more information:
HEAD OFFICE & DISPLAY
65 Prindiville Drive
Wangara, WA 6065

Phone: 08 9408 2400
Web: monierprime.com.au
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Concrete Tile Colour

